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WITNESS Glossary

� Video Advocacy: The use of video as a strategic campaign tool to
promote the advance of human rights.

� Core Partner: A human rights organization with which WITNESS
has a committed, campaign-specific relationship, usually for one
to three years. The goal of a Core Partnership is to create high visibility
and impact using video. WITNESS works with 12 to 15 Core
Partners each year.

� Project Partner: Special partnership with a human rights organization
often linked to opportunities to learn about new models of video
advocacy and have impact.

� Seeding Video Advocacy: Short-term training sessions for networks
of human rights defenders. Includes the development of training
materials and methods to ‘seed’ best practices in video advocacy.

� Video Advocacy Institute (VAI): Immersive two week training
course on video advocacy for human rights activists.

� Peer Alliances: Relationships with action-oriented social justice
media groups to share best practices and exchange services
in training and using video for social justice advocacy.

� The Hub:WITNESS' video-sharing online community, where anyone
can upload, share and take action on human rights-related media,
and learn how video is being used around the world to create change.

12.511: Rosendo Radilla Case: An Open Wound from Mexico’s
Dirty War, a new video from Core Partner Comisión Mexicana,
has just been finished in advocacy-length and feature-length versions.
The European launch of the video will be conducted with Peace
Brigades International.

WITNESS worked with the Center for Reproductive Rights, Human
Rights Watch, Mulabi: Espacio Latinoamerico de Sexualidades y
Derechos, and Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the
Defense of Women’s Rights (CLADEM) on a video production on
Women Human Rights Defenders for a hearing on October 28 at
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. The 10-minute
video includes testimonies from Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua and Peru.

WITNESS is currently preparing for edits in 2009 with its partners in
Bolivia, El Salvador, Yemen and Zimbabwe.

Generating Advocacy Impact
Working in collaboration with partners and allies to achieve concrete
results in human rights campaigns

Highlights
Partner Campaigns

WITNESS now has Core and Project Partners in 15 countries.
WITNESS launched a North America Program and is seeking partners
to advance justice and protect human rights in the United States and
Canada. It is being led by Kelly Matheson, an attorney, filmmaker
and human rights advocate who previously worked with WITNESS to
launch the first Video Advocacy Institute. Many Partner campaigns
have been in stages of partner identification, training and production
during the first half of FY09. Here are some highlights of WITNESS
campaign activities:

The film Awaiting Tomorrow, which focuses on access to HIV/AIDS
anti-retrovirals in the Eastern part of the Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC), was launched in the capital city of Kinshasa. Core
Partner AJEDI-Ka and WITNESS met with the DRC Health
Minister and other government officials who committed to use
the video in their work along with many international and national
organizations working on the issue. WITNESS delivered a letter from
Archbishop Desmond Tutu strongly urging President Joseph Kabila
to respond to the emerging AIDS crisis. The letter was published in
Le Potentiel of Kinshasa, and Senegalese musician Youssou N’dour
joined WITNESS and AJEDI-Ka to generate extensive media coverage
and further raise awareness.

WITNESS attended the 7th Assembly of State Parties to the
International Criminal Court (ICC) in The Hague, Netherlands, and
met with the Deputy Prosecutor of the ICC. She agreed to
use WITNESS/AJEDI-Ka footage during ICC proceedings
against individuals from the Eastern DRC.

WITNESS Project Partner, LICADHO, trained 26 community
organizers throughout Cambodia to use Flip camcorders to
document forced evictions and land-grabbing practices. It also
organized with a local ally a video screening of the footage it had
assembled at a December meeting between the Government of
Cambodia and donor countries.

Bound by Promises: Contemporary Slavery in Rural Brazil, a film
by Core Partner Pastoral Land Commission (Comissão
Pastoral da Terra – CPT) and WITNESS was screened at the
Business for Social Responsibility’s Ethical Sourcing
Working Group Meeting. An industry participant noted the video
has been instrumental in prompting discussions about actions his
company and its suppliers need to take to identify labor issues within
their production line.

Silvano Lima Rezende of the Pastoral Land Commission in
Brazil accepted the “See it. Film it. Change it. Award” on behalf
of his organization at WITNESS Focus for Change gala.

New Videos

Youssou N'dour speaking about HIV/AIDS in Kinshasa.

While in New York, Silvano met with the U.N. Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights, where he was briefed on the
procedures for bringing slavery cases before the United Nations.

Core Partner Sisters Arab Forum for Human Rights (SAF),
a group working for women’s rights in Yemen, has completed its Video
Action Plan. The edit will take place in March 2009.

Staff from FORUM-ASIA, a regional human rights organization
comprised of 42 groups from 16 Asian countries, received training
and materials to conduct an interview project with the U.N. Special
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders at FORUM-
ASIA’s 3rd Human Rights Defenders Forum in Bangkok. The interview
footage, plus reports from the Forum, will be released during the
Human Rights Council meetings in March 2009 to advocate for
implementation in Asia of the U.N. Declaration on Human
Rights Defenders.
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Initial partnership training including technical and strategic orientation completed 1
Video Action Plan (VAP) completed 1
Follow-up training completed (occurs only where necessary) 1
All production/filming completed in preparation for an edit on video related to VAP goals 1
VAP-specific edit completed and video produced; or substantial VAP-specific re-versioning of video 1
Targeted distribution to audiences identified in VAP largely completed 1

Underlying desired impact achieved, if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video 4
advocacy activities, e.g. on a project to reduce the widespread use of child soldiers this ‘impact’ measure would
analyze whether the usage of child soldiers has been reduced

Environment for desired VAP outcome created, or policy or legislative precursors to outcome generated if a plausible 2
relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video advocacy activities.
VAP goal achieved – defined as an achievement of benchmarks agreed upon with Core Partner, and in each case only 3 (per VAP goal)
if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s video advocacy activities. Partners may identify
multiple goals in their VAPs. Video Action Plan goals can include:
� Issue creation/agenda-setting with target audiences
� Influence on the way an issue is discussed by targeted audiences, or the attitudes they express
� Influence on policy of targeted audiences
� Influence on behavior or practices of targeted audiences
� Achievement of intended level of capacity-building in either editing/production capacity or video advocacy capacity within

partner organization. (Note: this is not a core VAP objective in all partnerships and when assessing capacity-building we
consider whether capacity is built in an organization rather than just amongst a few individuals)

Negative outcome directly contrary to VAP goal, if a plausible relationship connects it to WITNESS and the partner’s -3 (per VAP goal)
video advocacy activities

Activity or Result Points
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Points indicated are calculated for completed activities (outputs) and results (outcomes and impact). WITNESS generates these figures based on review with Core Partners of
results compared to goals identified in the Video Action Plan, and discussions with other allies to get a clear sense of the perceived role of video advocacy in the campaign.
Dates indicate when partnership commenced.

Burma Issues
(July 2001)

AJEDI-Ka/PES
(May 2004)

Points since partnership began (prior to FY09) Total Actual FY09 Total Projected FY09

LICADHO
(Aug 2007)

Comisión
Mexicana
(Sep 2004)

CPT/CEJIL
(Nov 2004)

SKP -
Jayapura
(Nov 2005)

CEMIRIDE
(Jan 2006)

Memorial
(July 2006)

CEADESC
(Apr 2007)

Core Partners: Progress Over Time

CIP
(May 2008)

SAF
(June 2008)

Shoot on Sight pro-
filed for second time
as YouTube Editor’s
Pick - over 800,000
online views to date

Phnom Penh evictions
video used in Decem-
ber 08 meeting with
the Government of
Cambodia and visiting
donor countries

Video focused on
emblematic case
from Mexico's Dirty
War finalized

Following return
of displaced
villagers, Memorial
launches fundrais-
ing campaign
including video

Core Partnership
with SKP Jayapura
under evaluation at
this time

Filming continues
in preparation for
upcoming edit
on a video on
women's rights
in Yemen

Awaiting Tomorrow
launched in Kinshasa
with huge media cov-
erage; warlord
Thomas Lubanga’s
trial confirmed to
start in January

CPT screens Bound
by Promises to the
Minister of Labor
and the Minister of
the Special Secre-
tariat for Human
Rights in Brazil

Rightful Place
to be used in
Kenya Truth and
Reconciliation
Commission

Additional footage
filmed on indige-
nous rights and ex-
tractive activities in
Bolivia

All filming
completed in
preparation
for editing video
on water rights
in El Salvador

Initial partnership
training and
production phase
completed for
video on politically
motivated violence
against women
in Zimbabwe

WITNESS has selected two new Core Partners.

Chintan is an Indian organization promoting wastepickers’ rights
in Delhi. Wastepickers are people who earn income from the house-to-
house collection of waste, sorting through waste at landfills, selling
scrap materials, and recycling. Chintan advocates at local, national and
international levels to define and protect the rights of wastepickers, to
fight for clean and safe work for urban poor, and to phase-out the use of
children in wastepicking. Because wastepickers are often excluded
from urban development plans, Chintan’s video advocacy campaign will
pressure the municipal government of Delhi to include wastepickers
in the city’s development initiatives.

The Healthy Options Project Skopje (HOPS) in FYR Macedonia
advocates for the rights of sex workers. HOPS provides
sex workers with health, social welfare, and legal consultations along
with support in accessing state institutions. The proposed video
advocacy campaign will primarily target law enforcement
officials to reduce the violence committed by police officers,
and to promote adequate responses by police officers to violence
against sex workers.

New Partners

RAU
(Sep 2008)

Chintan
(Oct 2008)

HOPS
(Nov 2008)

Video advocacy
portion of initial
Core Partner
training has been
completed on
wastepickers'
rights in India

Video Action
Plan completed,
and training
planned in FYR
Macedonia on
the rights of sex
workers
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Training in Video Advocacy
Training, learning from and supporting human rights defenders to use
audio-visual media and new technologies in their advocacy

Partners

WITNESS conducted an intensive Core Partner training with
Research Advocacy Unit - Zimbabwe in Pretoria, South Africa from
September 23-28, 2008. RAU advocates to end political violence
against women in Zimbabwe. Its first video edit is planned for
January - March 2009. WITNESS also conducted edit-based trainings
with Comisión Mexicana, and an initial advocacy training for Chintan
in India.

Seeding Video Advocacy

In addition to providing video advocacy training, WITNESS builds a
video-for-change movement by providing trainings of varying lengths,
scope and intensity throughout the world.

Seeding video advocacy trainings were held in Australia, Brazil,
France, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, Spain, Thailand, and the United States,
reaching primarily human rights advocates from at least 16 countries.

WITNESS reached 332 advocates through workshops and training
sessions, exceeding its FY09 goal in six months. Over 200 participants
benefited from longer workshops of one or more days. Some of the
training sessions are highlighted below:

From August 3-8, WITNESS participated in the XVII AIDS Conference
in Mexico City, and conducted training sessions on the basics of video
advocacy and filming using Flip camcorders. The participants went
on to record key voices on the connections between HIV/AIDS
and human rights. Many videos were uploaded to the Hub, and
a compilation video was screened during the Conference’s human
rights rally, attended by more than 1,000 people.

As part of the launch of WITNESS’ new North America Program,
WITNESS collaborated with Opportunity Agenda and Breakthrough
on two-day U.S. Human Rights Communications Trainings in four cities:
Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, and New York.

Eight participants from Thai and Cambodian organizations working on
the rights of sex workers and people living with HIV/AIDS attended
a one-day training coordinated by the Asia Pacific Network
of Sex Workers (APNSW) and WITNESS. APNSW is a 2007 VAI
participant from Thailand.

For the fifth consecutive year, WITNESS provided a one-day training
session for leading human rights defenders attending the Columbia
University Human Rights Advocates Program in New York City.

Participant Evaluation
Seeding Video Advocacy Program July-December 2008
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Seeding Video Advocacy Program July-December 2008
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Score

FY09 Goal

Participants FY09 Goal

Total number of seeding
participants: 317

WITNESS held its second Video Advocacy Institute (VAI) at
Concordia University in Montreal, Canada, from July 19
to August 2. In association with Concordia’s Communication Studies
Program and Documentary Centre, the VAI trained 27 human
rights advocates, most of whom were women, on how to incorporate
video advocacy into their human rights campaigns in 24 countries.
The VAI received an overall evaluation of 4.86/5 from participants,
exceeding WITNESS’ benchmark from 2007.

Video Advocacy Workshop on Development-Induced
Displacement:

WITNESS had its first opportunity to test how the VAI
methodology and structure could be funded and utilized by
a third party. Coordinated by the International Accountability
Projects, a two-week regional video advocacy training was held in
Chiang Mai, Thailand with 15 Asian activists challenging development-
induced displacement. WITNESS Peer Ally Pusat KOMAS from
Malaysia, and VAI 2007 Alumnus Arul Prakkash conducted
the technical training sessions.

Pusat KOMAS also used the WITNESS video advocacy
curriculum in three community video centers.

VAI Alumni Highlights
Caught Between the Tiger and the Crocodile, APNSW’s video
from the VAI 2007, was first screened at the AIDS Conference
in Mexico in August 2008 and subsequently in Cambodia for
Parliamentarians and the press. It sparked debate on police abuse
of sex workers and prison-like conditions in Cambodian
“rehabilitation centers.”

The House of the Dead, a film by Debora Diniz Rodrigues of the
Institute of Bioethics, Human Rights and Gender in Brazil, highlights
human rights abuses in a psychiatric prison in Bahia. The film
won the Pitching Prize at the Buenos Aires Film Forum, and will be
used in a judicial case.

Using newly acquired video advocacy skills from the Institute, Nino
Gvedashvili from the Human Rights Center in Georgia documented
the Russian invasion of Georgia. She shared her experiences
through a Hub blog and is editing the film.

Patrick Otim at Refugee Law Project in Uganda screened his film on
urban Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) at the Peace Festival
in Uganda and continues to monitor the situation of refugees on
the Congo-Uganda border.

Following VAI training, Marija Tosheva, Program Director
of Healthy Options Project Skopje (HOPS) in FYR Macedonia,
applied to become a Core Partner and will collaborate with
WITNESS on a campaign against police brutality toward sex workers.

Video Advocacy Institute

VAI trainees are introduced to flip camcorders.
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Outreach and video distribution to educate and engage people in
human rights issues

Highlights
Press & Outreach
WITNESS received extensive media coverage in mainstream
publications, such as BBC News, CNN International, CNN Headline
News, Fast Company, and Outside Magazine. WITNESS received
tremendous coverage on its work in the blogosphere, including Boing
Boing, Citizen Orange, Global Voices Online and Huffington Post.

WITNESS Partners and WITNESS video advocacy trainings were
the subject of stories in publications such as AI-Sharea Weekly
in Yemen, the Montreal Gazette in Canada and Youth Link in Nigeria.

Online Marketing
ListbuildingWITNESS launched an online marketing campaign
in August 2008 on the Care2 website to build its e-subscriber base.
Care2 is an online marketing firm that builds email lists through its
social networking site for online activists. WITNESS added 4,386
new e-subscribers and 7,000 signatures pledging support for activists,
journalists, and video advocacy pioneers on the Hub.

E-NewsletterWITNESS launched a monthly Video for Change
e-newsletter in December 2008. Each issue focuses on the best
examples of videos for change, current campaigns and WITNESS
highlights. It links readers to the Hub and the blog.

Social NetworkingWITNESS doubled its presence on Facebook
in the past six months.

Focus for Change
WITNESS’ Focus for Change Benefit Dinner and Concert, on
November 20, 2008, was co-hosted by Peter Gabriel and Angélique
Kidjo. It honored the work of Silvano Lima Rezende and Comissão
Pastoral da Terra, as well as Chris Anderson and TED. It was a truly
celebratory evening with incredible performances by Lenine,
Vampire Weekend, and Maracatu New York.

The evening’s success is the direct result of efforts by the Host
Committee, led by Co-Chairs Amy Robbins and Steve Luczo.
The event highlighted WITNESS’ partnership with Comissão Pastoral
da Terra and our work to eradicate rural slave labor in Brazil, where

Expanding Awareness & Engagement in Human Rights

Hours of Digitized Video

Documenting and preserving a historical video record of human rights issues

Highlights
Digital Archive & Asset Management System

New developments include:

200 hours of new and archival footage digitized at both access
and preservation quality

2,000 photos and stills acquired and cataloged

The implementation of a networked digital video library and
digital media archive

Enhancements to the Media Database

The implementation of CatDV software for ingesting and logging
digital video

The implementation of an online logging tool for remote
contributors.

Acquisitions
New footage was acquired from Bolivia, Democratic Republic
of Congo, El Salvador, Mexico, Ukraine and Zimbabwe.

Building an Accessible Human Rights Archive

June
2008

December
2008

June
2007

at least 25,000 workers are lured into the Amazon with false promises
of paid work, only to be enslaved.

Film Festivals
Videos were screened at 13 film festivals including This Human World
Film Festival in Vienna and Muestra Internacional de Cine y Derechos
Humanos, a traveling festival in Argentina, Ecuador, Guatemala,
Mexico and Spain. Missing Lives: Disappearances and Impunity in
the North Caucasus, produced by WITNESS Partner Memorial,
won the Boundary-Breaking Best Short Film Award at the Sydney
Underground Film Festival in Australia.

Awards
The second annual WITNESS Award, at the SILVERDOCS Film
Festival in Honor of Joey R.B. Lozano, was given to Pray the Devil
Back to Hell, which chronicles the remarkable story of courageous
Liberian women who came together to end a brutal civil war and
bring about peace It was directed by Gini Reticker and produced by
Abigail E. Disney. Over 100 attended a reception and film screening
at the Paley Center in New York on October 30.

WITNESS Board Chair Peter Gabriel received the Ambassador of
Conscience award from Amnesty International in London in
September, an event that generated significant online blog and media
attention for WITNESS.
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Yvette Alberdingk Thijm, Silvano Lima Rezende,
Angélique Kidjo and Peter Gabriel at Focus for Change.

The work on digitizing video began in Spring 2007
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Special Report – The Hub

Overview: Numbers and Progress
December 10, 2008 marked the first year of the Hub in its beta phase,
and its establishment as the primary online destination for sharing,
uploading, viewing and understanding human rights-related videos.

The Hub proved WITNESS’ assumption that there was a need for a
participatory public platform for human rights media. Over 3,000
organizations and individuals joined the Hub, shared 1,600 videos and
read over 100 blog posts. The Hub now has 150-plus active groups
where organizations create community, and amplify their work and
campaigns. The Hub’s editorial content highlights and encourages the
use of video for social change.

The Hub has also become a key tool for WITNESS in its Core Partner
campaigns, and training initiatives such as the VAI. A series of online
learning modules based on WITNESS’ book Video for Change
are accessible through the Hub, and used in video advocacy trainings
around the world. Collaborating with a wide range of human rights,
media and development organizations at the local and global levels, as
well as the targeted distribution of Hub content and analysis, have
helped exponentially increase the Hub’s online activity.

The Hub has received nearly 25 million hits in its first year, almost
entirely through a viral coverage strategy. Because of security and
privacy concerns, WITNESS does not collect IP addresses. The Hub’s
bandwidth use has spiked in response to promoted campaigns.

Early Indicators of Success — Brazil, Yemen and Saudi
Arabia
The Hub has played a significant role in supporting local groups and
WITNESS Partners. All WITNESS Partners used the Hub to expand
their reach and impact. Core Partner CPT used the WITNESS video,
Bound by Promises, about modern-day slavery in Brazil, to reach a
wider online audience and call for action. In Yemen, Core Partner SAF,
used its newly acquired skills to film an interview with an imprisoned
journalist’s young daughter, released it internationally via the Hub, and
contributed to the successful campaign for his release. Additionally,
Saudi activists advocating the release of detained human rights
defenders, turned to the Hub to feature in-depth interviews with its
supporters and amplify their advocacy internationally.

Public Participation and Engagement — UDHR60
WITNESS’ project to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) on December 10, 2008,
proved to be a very successful exercise in raising awareness online.
The Hub’s user-generated campaign asked “What image opened
your eyes to human rights?”

The phenomenally successful campaign, executed in a few days in
collaboration with YouTube, Boing Boing, Facebook and Alternet,
circled the blogosphere at a rapid pace — with 247,000 links at the
peak of the campaign. The original video was viewed over 350,000
times and inspired over 1,000 text and 60 video responses, raising
new awareness for WITNESS’ work.

The Hub team has actively participated in a number of conferences
and platforms (e.g. Web 2.0 and a WITNESS Google Talk).

What’s Next?
The next focus for the Hub is to further activate a core base of
engaged users. This will be achieved by emphasizing the Hub blog
as a source for fresh, specialist, and current information about
video for change and WITNESS campaigns. This will also be done
by continuing to build key networks and partnerships (e.g. Global
Voices Online, Change.org and Boing Boing) to broaden online
coverage highlighting the role of video in human rights campaigns.
On the technology side, WITNESS will enable the tracking of user
activities, while preserving anonymity for those who require it.

Technology Update
WITNESS continues to improve the Hub. The Hub’s technical platform
has been built using open source Drupal software by Civic Actions,
LLC. It facilitates transparency and activism and can be contributed to
the community. WITNESS and its pro bono legal counsel Baker &
Hostetler, LLC are pushing the boundaries of technology law and have
established a sound legal framework for the Hub.
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Developing Institutional Capacity
Maintaining and/or increasing internal capacity and inter-departmental
coordination at WITNESS

Highlights
Staff and Board

In August 2008, WITNESS’ new Executive Director, Yvette Alberdingk
Thijm, started, bringing to WITNESS nearly two decades of
experience in media and new technology, having served as Executive
Vice President of the global internet start-up Joost and as Executive
Vice President of Business Affairs at MTV Networks International.
Yvette’s experience adds a fresh approach to the challenging demands
of a constantly evolving technological world.

Working with the Executive Director, WITNESS’ Board of Directors is
an integral part of the organization’s ability to continue developing.
WITNESS extends its gratitude to Andrew Blau for his dedicated
service during his seven-year tenure as Board President. In November
2008, John Haas was appointed the new Board President. He brings
in-depth financial expertise and extensive management leadership to
the Board. Peter Gabriel remains actively engaged as Board Chair
and, together with the Board and staff, continues to push WITNESS’
innovations. In 2008, Business Week ranked Board Member Joichi Ito
one of the “25 Most Influential People on the Internet.”

WITNESS is working to ensure its employment systems, policies,
procedures and work environment demonstrate appropriate concern
for its most valuable resource – the WITNESS staff – by providing
support and introducing best practices in the areas of recruitment,
compensation, benefits, training and development, strategic planning
and employee relations. To emphasize the importance of fostering
leadership and talent among its staff, WITNESS hired a senior
strategic human resources professional, Jennifer Jackson.

Adding online expertise, the Hub team hired Editorial Coordinator
Priscila Néri, a Brazilian journalist and documentary filmmaker.

Technology
WITNESS' Manager of Technology, Bryan Nunez, is leading an effort
to expand WITNESS' impact online with innovative systems,
functions and applications. As a result of a technology audit, IT expert
Daryn Swanson was brought aboard to improve WITNESS’
technological infrastructure and digitize business processes.

Financial Picture and Planning
In response to the continuing financial crisis, WITNESS has rigorously
assessed its exposure and reduced its budget.

WITNESS is projecting $4.7MM in revenues for FY09. Excluding
portfolio losses, this represents a 9% increase over the prior
fiscal year. Projected FY09 operating expenses are $5.3MM.
Currently, WITNESS projects a balance sheet reserve of $742K.

To date, WITNESS has received 19 grants from 15 foundations
for a total of $1.9MM; individual donors have provided $403K; and
this year's gala brought in $700K (net of expenses).

As a result of significantly lowered projected revenues due to the
economy, as well as a one-time investment loss ($358K), WITNESS
currently anticipates an operating loss of $275K, and a net deficit
of $960K for FY09. Fundraising efforts carried out by the Board and
staff will mitigate this loss while broadening the base of supporters.
WITNESS is projecting a FY10 budget that is break-even and retains
$750K in balance sheet reserves at June 30, 2010.

In January 2009, WITNESS will launch a four-month strategic
planning process with the Crossland Group to continue to focus
strategies, analyze impact, and align resources.
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Foundations &
Corporations

52%

Individuals
18%

In-Kind Goods
& Services

21%

Programs
23%

Development
11%

Finance &
Administration

9%

Earned Income
1%

"WITNESS and its chairman Peter Gabriel have played an
extraordinary role in creating an avenue for participatory service.
Their promotion of citizen journalism and video advocacy
has opened our eyes to human rights abuse in countries where
traditional journalists may not be present.”

People Are Saying:

– Peter Price, President/CEO of The National
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.

“There are not enough words to describe the wonderful journey I
experienced at the WITNESS training and the great opportunity to
meet so many people from all over the world.”

– Patricia Ovando, Community Asset Development
Redefining Education, Los Angeles, California

“The VAI methodology and manual should be replicated as a best
practice in conducting training. Excellent compilation and team work.
Thank you all!”

– Quote from VAI Participant Evaluations
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Technology
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